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WASHINGTON, D.C.—If, and we have every reason to believe it's true, the charges made
In the March, 1972 issue of "Earth Magazine," that the CIA is now, and has been in the
past, dealing in the dope traffic, it's deplorable. Drugs and its danger was brought to the attention of the American people of the National HERALD-DISPATCH newspapers in 1960. We
pointed.out in our initial drive against dope, the fact that it destroys American youth.
•

•

Hence, if the CIA as charged and documented by "Earth Magazine" is dealing in the
dope, traffic, they ore singularly destroying a whole generation of American youth. Dope destrays the brain cell, it renders the individual, regardless of race,. creed, or national origin, useless and powerless to think clearly. Dcpe, os it was fed to American soldiers in Asia is despicable
and deplorable. In Asia America's finest young manhood was destroyed before being sent • into
battle in a senseless, useless, racist war.
in the article titled "The Selling of the CIA" text by Morton Kondracke, offees .cbcumentation, photographs of former CIA spies. The spy was quoted, and we have no reason to believe
that Earth is lying on the CIA, that its history is a sordid one.

The HERALD-DISPATCH has been aware for a number of years that the CIA has hod
stooges in the universities and colleges throughout the nation where they recruit brilliant young
• •students. These students were used as spies to overthrow the African and Asian countries, to
murder, assassinate, and destroy people.
•
"Earth" cites facts that the CIA is involved in the opium traffic with the "fertile tria rvle" in the border areas of Laos, Burma, Thailand and the Yunnan province of southern
China. They soy, "about twenty-five percent of the heroin sold in America comes through this
APPROVED FOR RELEASED Southeast Asian channel. Ironically, the American taxpayer foots a six billion *liar a year bill
for running the dope—the CIA, on organization which answers to nobody, is intricately in••
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Started Air America, largest
airline in Southeast Asia, used
to • supply and maintain opium
growers, and also used for
1
smuggling opium out of the triangle to Saigon and Hong Kong.
The CIA claims other reasons
' for their huge operations, but
as "Earth" magazine points
out in Berkeley professor Peter
Dale Scott's thorough article,
the agency is party to pushing
dope around the world.
Seott's article, supported by
over 80 footnotes, is especially
. sobering in that it reveals a
set • of international alliances
ranging from Chiang Kai
Shek's brother-in-law to memlily of the Royal Laotian f am! UP to Wall Street hers and
1 bankers, all of whom have el'titer profited from the opium
traffic or who have sanctioned
its operation by their silence.
In tandem with Scott's article are: "CIA DOPE CALYPSO," a new poem by Allen
Ginsberg: "A SHORT HISTORY OF CIA INTERVENTION IN SIXTEEN FOREIGN
COUNTRIES," which runs
. down CIA action from the
Congo to . Costa Rica; and
'THE SELLING OF THE
• CIA," in which Victor .Martheta. a Sometime master spy,
tells bow the CIA "liberals'
came to power, how they justify murder assassinations and
why they must be brought un•der
control." •
..

••■••■•••CAN BLACK CITIZENS BLAME •
CIA'S ACTIVITIES FOR MISFORTUNE?
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